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AND BEYOND
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Organisations have had to learn new ways 
of working and adopt new technologies to 
collaborate with colleagues, customers and 
other relevant stakeholders. 

Some of these approaches are increasing 
productivity and efficiency of our workforce. 
This change is spawning a waterfall of 
fresh ideas on how to re-think the use 
our workplaces unearthing significant 
opportunities to reduce operating costs, 
increase sustainability outcomes, and ramp 
up employee engagement. We have been 
given a rare moment to step back from our 
current paradigm, redefine the workplace and 
recognise the benefits available for harvest.

As our global community starts to review 
options for returning to the workplace, an 
important step is to prioritise which functions 
and what levels of the organisation, and in 
what order, should they re-occupy. 

Priority should be based on which functions 
and services have the greatest impact on the 
customer, all reviewed in the context of the 
impact on revenue generation and operating 
costs.

Coming back to re-occupy the workplace will 
require a coordinated plan, with a focus on 
meeting government policy and mandates, 
and ensuring that measures are put in 
place to provide a safe, comfortable, and 
productive work environment.

All of this to say that much attention is 
required in this area to protect our most 
precious assets, our people. 

BGIS has developed a robust 5 Pillar Re-
Occupancy Program to ensure these 
objectives are achieved, and that the right 
people have access to the workplace at 
the right time, with the right amenities and 
supplies. 

Please reach out to us, we look forward to the 
opportunity to help you get on the best Road 
to Re-Occupancy.

Re-occupy
The World as we know it has changed. COVID-19 has created a resilience in the 
performance of work, challenging us to embrace new approaches to communications 
and collaboration. Some of our new ways of working will be maintained, and many of 
us will find our productivity is optimised by combining our physical workplace with 
our virtual meeting technologies.

Resilience
Adapting for 

change

Re-think
Finding new 
opportunities

Prioritise
Putting 

customers first

Re-occupy
Protecting 

people
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1. Follow Government Directives; Ensuring 
that the site is adhering to all directives 
provided by jurisdictional Authorities, and 
closely monitoring the changing policies 
and restrictions to implement effectively 
and expeditiously.

2. Acting Responsibly as Owner/Employer; 
The Building owner/employer has a duty 
to ensure that the workplace is safe for 
occupancy. In all cases Authorities will be 
looking for reasonable measures of care 
and precaution to be implemented. There 
is no prescribed way to re-occupy but 
owner/employers will need to demonstrate 
due diligence. As such the owner/
employer’s re-occupancy program should 
address the following;
I. Did the employer provide information 

and instruction to workers on 
precautions relative to the hazard (did 
they meet with workers, post signage, 
communicate the known hazard). Was 
everyone informed of their rights?

II. Did the employer involve the JHSC 
in the communication strategy, allow 
them to review controls and make 
recommendations?

III. What is in place to enforce physical 
distancing? If there no other way to 
have workers right beside each other, 
how else can the employer protect 
them? Is there a barrier of some 
kind? The last resort is PPE (but PPE 
cannot be the only control). If PPE is 
provided, workers have to be trained 
on its care and use.

IV. Is there a screening process? 
Has employer defined under what 
circumstances employees should 
not come to work? What signage 
has been provided for the public 
accessing the space? Is the employer 
taking reasonable care to clean 
high touch areas? How often is the 
employer doing screening? Are those 
conducting the screening protected?

V. Cleaning and disinfecting high touch 
areas: does the employer have 
processes and procedures? How is the 
employer cleaning tools or workstations 
used by multiple workers?

VI. Hand hygiene. Is the employer 
providing access to washing-up or 
sanitising materials

VII. PPE – what does workplace have in 
place? If required, workers must be 
trained on care and use, how to wear, 
employer must maintain a stock of 
PPE, contingency plan for shortage

VIII. Infection prevention and control — 
how will cases will be communicated 
to other workers and JHSC while 
maintaining right to privacy?

3. Optimising Productivity of the Workplace;  
Ensuring that the functional groups that 
need access to the workplace and will 
have the greatest impact on customers 
and the organisation’s success are 
identified, prioritised and sequenced. 
All in the context of providing a work 
environment that is safe and offers peace 
of mind fostering productivity and high 
performance.

Key Factors for Re-Occupancy

The following factors are critical to the success of any re-occupancy plan;
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BGIS Response
The COVID response involves short term, tactical measures with consideration given to long term 
implication.

Occupancy Strategy 
• Rostering, WFH
• Agile vs assigned 

desk
• Non / Essential 
• Blocking & stacking 

– limiting space in 
operation, rezoning 
neighbourhoods

Phyiscal 
Property 
• Demand for 

new spaces
• Reduction in 

open plan / 
increase in 
offices

• Increased 
physical 
barriers

Quantum of Space 
required
• Agile vs 

assigned
• WFH normality
• Culture of org.

Operations
• Cleaning – central vs 

staff responsibility 
• Change in design to 

direct behaviours
• One way circulation
• Removal of furniture 

Behavioural 
Models
• Roster, WFH 

becomes BAU 
• Push towards 

/ away from 
desk share 
models

Location
• Preparation for 

future outbreaks
• Centralised vs 

distributed – 
cost/benefit, 
tie to flex work 
programs

• BCP 

Behaviours
• Communicating new 

operating model
• Self testing before 

leaving home
• Day in the life – new 

workday journey 

Technology 
enablers
• Space 

management 
tools

• Sensors
• Smart building 

tech
• BYOD uplift

Building 
functionality
• WELL rating
• Data, sensors, 

building 
intelligence

Short term 
Tactical  

measures

Medium term  
New Demands  

on the Workplace

Long term 
Workplace  

Strategy renewal

Return 
to work
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Change enablers
There are core areas of an organisation that are key to providing the response to the COVID 
challenge.

Workplace
• Develop training tools and program to ensure BAU team 

capability build
• Communicate updates to all staff 
• Ensure process and inclusions support staff entering a flexible 

working environment.

Facilities management
• Working with them to review, assess and adapt appropriate 

processes and systems for the new environment
• Creation of back to work kits for staff

Space planning
• Implement manual or IT solutions (eg Smart Space Pro) to 

manage the new allocation of space in line with building code 
requirements.

Health and safety
• Aligning any ‘ready for work’ processes with building wide 

initiatives to reduce duplication of effort

IT Helpdesk
• Aligning any ‘ready for work’ processes with building wide 

initiatives to reduce duplication of effort

Procurement
• Adding flexible working tools to the online catalogue to 

facilitate easy access by staff and management.

Building management
• Aligning any ‘ready for work’ processes with building wide 

initiatives to reduce duplication of effort.

Human resources
• Accommodate and communicate any changes in formal or 

informal work practices
• Assist team leaders and managers in the skills needed to 

guide teams through the changes.
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Workplace Re-occupancy Guide

Our clients are looking to BGIS to guide them 
through this time, drawing on our extensive 
domestic and international capability. The 
intent of this document is that it will guide all 
areas of the business impacted by COVID-19. 
BGIS has created a COVID-19 Workplace Re-
occupancy Guide to guide clients through the 
key risks to be managed.

The guide works through all the change 
enablers that together form the considered, 
cross functional COVID-19 solution. The 
guide is not intended to answer all questions. 
Rather as a tool to direct efforts to the correct 
resource, which can then be tailored to each 
client’s individual needs.

COVID-19 has delivered an accelerated transformational change to all workplaces. 
The macro environment is constantly changing, with ‘best practice’ an evolving term. 

Structure
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Who is guiding your people 
back into the workplace?
The impacts of COVID-19 have permanently 
shifted the workplace landscape. 
As businesses start to return to offices and 
workplaces, there is a complex range of 
considerations to be managed. Many of our 
clients have approached us for a flexible 
solution. 

BGIS has responded by adapting the 
Workplace Ambassador role, to implement 
a personal safety approach, ensuring that 
through periods of change and transition the 
integrity of the workplace is preserved. 

1. People
• Change management
• Workstyle profiling
• Reinforce behavioural 

change
• Space planning
• Client events and 

entertainment
• Workplace strategy
• Utilisation studies

2. Place
• Health and safety
• Air quality, temperature, 

lighting, noise levels
• Ergonomics
• Security badging/access
• Help desk
• Sustainability services
• Landlord engagement
• Cleaning and hard 

services
• Local authority 

engagement
• Locker management
• Contractor induction

Workplace 
ambassador
• COVID-19 distance and 

space monitoring
• Manage PPE
• Hygiene behaviours
• Analytics
• Workstation technology
• Space reset & refresh
• Fitout improvements
• Furniture review & refresh
• Staff induction
• Meeting software & 

hardware 
• Space activation 
• Behavioural model 

sustainability
• Space planning
• Building community
• Health & Wellbeing
• Building stack 

management 
• Utilisation study 

3. Technology
• Workpoint and shift booking 

system
• Meeting room booking
• Virtual collaboration
• Platforms/programs
• Mobile technology

1.

2.

3.

Workplace 
ambassador

Creating great employee, client and 
visitor experiences are the goal of the 
Workplace Ambassador. 
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 Workplace Ambassador.

 A beacon to navigate.
 return to the workplace.
 and beyond..

Who is guiding your people 
back into the workplace?
The role of the Workplace Ambassador has emerged, as a beacon to help navigate the return 
to the workplace and beyond. The responsibilities of this integrated services role cover facilities 
management and workplace experience services.
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• Legislation 
• Parking 
• Visitors 
• Public areas 
• Lobbies
• Security Procedures 
• Physical barriers 
• Building Capacity
• Employee Exit and 

Entrance 
• Circulation (uni-

directional) 
• Physical markings and 

signage Accessibility
• Employee 

Responsibilities 
• Personal Items
• Common Areas 

 – Turnstiles
 – Elevator – sole / mixed 

tenant 
 – Stairwells
 – Cafeterias 

 – Kitchenettes 
 – Changing centres 
 – Amenities 
 – Isolation Rooms 
 – Prayer Rooms 
 – Vending Machines 
 – Drinking Fountains
 – Print and Supply 

Stations 
 – Photocopier Stations 
 – Bike Racks
 – Lockers 

• Work Areas
 – Meeting Rooms 
 – Collaboration areas 
 – Workstations Chairs

• Employee Equipment 
• Phones
• Cleaning and 

Disinfecting Standards 
• Workplace Porters
• Touchless office, Phase 1 
• Health and Safety 

Supplies 
• Sanitisation Stations
• Air Quality 
• Water Quality
• Vendors (suspended or 

modified)
 –  Food Services
 – Mail & Courier 

services 
 – Maintenance / Repair 
 – Fire / Life / Safety

• Landlord Engagement
• Corporate Policies and 

Procedures 
• Business Continuity 

planning
• Mail and Courier 

Services 
• Onsite Medical Services 
• Break out areas
• End of Trip facilities 
• Utilities Area 

• Critical Decision factors to prepare for  
back to office planning

•  Criteria used to set return to  
office date (phase 1)

•  Determining who should return,  
how and when

•  Training, Communication  
and Change management

•  Managing behaviours and etiquette

•   Capture information at a building 
level

•    Add specific actions to the Action 
log, with an owner and date

•   Ensure funding amounts and 
accountabilities are identified

Make the building safe
Legislative compliance
Modifications to the building
Maintenance standards

Policies, processes and procedures
Vendor alignment
Landlord alignment

In this section: Actions:

Factors to consider
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• Governance
• Occupant Feedback
• Floor Wardens
• Reinforce Training
• Vendor Management
• Landlord Management & 

Communications

• Tracking Utilisation and 
Capacity

• Continuous Improvement 
Steering Committee

• Reporting and 
Measuring Success

• Escalation Path

• Procedure for 
Reoccurrences

• Risk Mitigation – 
Common Scenarios

•  How will we reinforce behaviours and 
compliance with policy?

•  Feedback
•  What reporting will we benefit from?
•  What leading indicators will we use 

to monitor performance and highlight 
improvement areas.

•   Capture information at a building 
level

•  Add specific actions to the Action 
log, with an owner and date

•  Ensure funding amounts and 
accountabilities are identified

Sustain the environment
Communications
Change management
Governance

Process for continuous improvement
Reporting for measruing success

In this section: Actions:

Factors to consider
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• New flow through vendor 
terms and conditions

• Modifications to health 
and safety procedures
 – Social Distancing
 – Hygiene
 – Masks
 – Site Safety Plans
 – Project safety
 – Cleaning 

requirements
 – Social distancing

• Vendor management 
and communication

• Protocols within 
occupied spaces

• Communications
• Managing time and 

money delays
• Project Manager 

requirements
• Enhanced cleaning
• Electronic signatures
• Refusal to attend site

• Contractor delay claim /
force majeure

• Access to Site Denied 
by Occupant/Landlord

• Essential services
• FAQs – Project Delivery

•  How to minimise time and cost impacts to 
capital programs

•  Updated Health and Safety procedures
•  Special Terms and conditions

•   Capture information at a project level
•   Add specific actions to the Action 

log, with owner and date
•   Ensure funding amounts and 

accountabilities are identified

Deliver projects safely
Safety pratices
Revised policies and procedures
Governance

In this section: Actions:

Factors to consider
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• Actual vs. Planned 
Occupancy

• Expansion Phases
 – Lessons Learned
 – Communications 

 

• Modification of 
Restrictions
 – Review of Policies and 

Procedures
 – Business Travel
 – Enhancements to 

Business Continuity 
Planning

• Barriers to remote work
• Touchless Office
• Design Standards
• Portfolio Strategy
• Employee Health and 

Wellness Programs

•  How to minimise time and cost impacts to 
capital programs

•  Updated Health and Safety procedures
•  Special Terms and conditions

• Capture information at a project level
•   Add specific actions to the Action 

log, with owner and date
•   Ensure funding amounts and 

accountabilities are identified

Evolve
Plan for next phase
Portfolio strategy and space needs
Furniture and design standards

Review temp. vs. permanent 
modifications
Modify restrictions
Lessons learned / continous 
improvement

In this section: Actions:

Factors to consider



About BGIS 
BGIS is a leading provider of facility management services, 
project delivery services, energy and sustainability solutions, 
building performance management, workplace advisory and 
management and real estate services. Our talented team of over 
7,000 people operates across 32 offices in Canada, United States 
of America, Australia, Asia and New Zealand. Our clients are from 
a diverse range of sectors including defence, justice, government, 
education, healthcare, utilities, finance, telecommunications, oil & 
gas and sport & leisure. We manage over 30,000 client locations 
totaling more than 31 million square metres in a portfolio of 
corporate offices, retail, universities, schools, hospitals, venues 
& stadiums, institutions, bases, remote townships, warehouses, 
industrial assets and data centres.

Head office
Level 36, World Square
680 George Street, Sydney NSW 2000

Asia Pacific offices
Adelaide | Brisbane | Melbourne | Perth | Sydney | Auckland | Singapore
T: 1800 351 235
E: enquiries@apac.bgis.com


